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Abstract: With widespread applications for lithium-ion batteries in energy storage systems, the
performance degradation of the battery attracts more and more attention. Understanding the battery’s
long-term aging characteristics is essential for the extension of the service lifetime of the battery
and the safe operation of the system. In this paper, lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries were
subjected to long-term (i.e., 27–43 months) calendar aging under consideration of three stress factors
(i.e., time, temperature and state-of-charge (SOC) level) impact. By means of capacity measurements
and resistance calculation, the battery’s long-term degradation behaviors were tracked over time.
Battery aging models were established by a simple but accurate two-step nonlinear regression
approach. Based on the established model, the effect of the aging temperature and SOC level on the
long-term capacity fade and internal resistance increase of the battery is analyzed. Furthermore, the
storage life of the battery with respect to different stress factors is predicted. The analysis results can
hopefully provide suggestions for optimizing the storage condition, thereby prolonging the lifetime
of batteries.
Keywords: lithium-ion battery; long-term calendar aging; capacity fade; internal resistance increase;
lifetime modeling; nonlinear regression
1. Introduction
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are electrochemical energy storage devices that work
based on the intercalation/deintercalation process. Over the past three decades, Li-ion
batteries have become an integral part of daily routines, and nowadays, they show the
highest growth and the major proportion of investments in the battery market in a world
still dominated by lead-acid batteries [1]. Due to their high power and energy density,
their high energy efficiency, and also their relatively long cycle life, Li-ion batteries play
an important role in a wide range of applications from powering portable electronic
devices to more advanced applications (e.g., electric vehicles, grid storage and satellites) [2].
However, the batteries’ performance is subject to degradation (i.e., capacity fade and
power decrease) during long-term operation [3]. Because the lithium ions intercalate in
the layered structure of the anode (i.e., graphite) and deintercalate from the cathode’s
(i.e., LiFePO4) active material when in the charging and discharging processes of the
battery, the amount of active materials and available lithium ions will determine the
battery capacity directly. Therefore, according to the research, the degradation modes
of the battery can be summarized as the loss of lithium-ion inventory (LII) and loss of
anode/cathode active materials (LAM) [4–6]. Those degradation modes are caused by
some complicated and coupled physical and/or chemical side reactions inside of the
battery, such as graphite exfoliation, loss of electrolytes, solid electrolyte interface (SEI)
film formation and continuous thickening, lithium plating, etc. [4]. As a result, at the
macroscopic level, the aging of the battery is most intuitively manifested in two aspects:
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capacity fade and power decrease [7]. Due to the difficulty in studying power fade, the
internal resistance is usually investigated by many researchers [6,8].
Generally, depending on different modes of operation, battery aging in real life appli-
cations is composed of cyclic and calendar aging. The aging during cycling of the Li-ion
batteries is assigned to the kinetic induced effects [7]. As observed during the cycling
process of the Li-ion battery, the degradation of active materials, reversibility at the cathode
side and lithium plating at the anode are the main aging mechanisms [9]. On the contrary,
all the aging processes comprised in calendar aging that cause degradation are independent
of cycling operation. The parasitic side reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces
are considered to be the predominant degradation processes, which lead to electrolyte
reduction at the negative electrode and electrolyte oxidation at the positive electrode [9]. In
many applications of Li-ion batteries where the operation periods are substantially shorter
than the idle intervals, calendar aging could be the main contributor to battery degradation.
For example, laptops are only used at most 50% of the time, while for the electric vehicles,
more than 90% of the time is spent parking [10]. Furthermore, battery degradation due to
calendar aging can also be predominant under cycling conditions, especially when cycle
depths and current rates are relatively low [11]. That is because in such cases, the main
aging mechanism is considered to be the formation and growth of the SEI interface, while
the typical cycling aging mechanisms such as lithium plating or particle cracking can be
neglected [9]. Also, in order to separate usage-dependent and usage-independent aging, it
is necessary to study degradation behavior in calendar aging individually and establish
corresponding models.
Various lifetime models have been widely proposed in the literature with varying
levels of complexity, accuracy and representativeness of the internal physics and chemical
processes in the battery [12,13]. These aging models can be grouped into three main
approaches: the pure-lifetime, the physics-based, and the mathematical models. The
pure-lifetime models simply count the amount of charge (Ah-throughput), or energy (Wh-
throughput) passed through the battery and compare these values to a predefined (Ah/Wh-
throughput) value that the battery cell can withstand until the end-of-lifetime (EOL)
criterion is reached. This approach has high computational speed but provides information
only about the remaining useful lifetime (RUL) of the batteries without information about
the degradation of the performance parameters [14]. Some physics-based models such as
the electrochemical model, empirical model and equivalent electrical circuit model (EECM)
have been proposed to explain battery calendar aging behaviors [15–24]. Electrochemical
models that include aging mechanisms provide a good mathematical representation of
the internal variables of the battery, such as the thickness and conductivity of the SEI [15].
This method has good flexibility because it does not depend on the type of aging test.
However, the detailed mathematical representation implies increased levels of complexity
and computational cost [12]. Instead, purely empirical models can be parameterized
without knowledge of internal cell setup through extensive testing. Curve fitting based
on the tested aging data is a commonly used method, and many studies suggest that
calendar aging fade follows a power law with time [10,16,17]. By considering the Arrhenius
law [18], the Eyring law [19] or the initial SEI growth caused by cell formation [20], semi-
empirical modes are proposed for analyzing the effect of stress factors (e.g., temperature
and state of charge (SOC)) on the degradation behavior of Li-ion batteries. The EECM-based
lifetime models are obtained by adding the “aging-dimension” to EEC-based performance
models. Thus, the values of the parameters of the EECM are updated during the aging
process [21]. With the development of intelligent techniques, mathematical models are
gaining increasing attention in the battery lifetime diagnosis. For example, fuzzy entropy
of the voltage response is proposed as an effective health indicator, and the support vector
machine is used to track the battery capacity in different aging temperature conditions.
In [23], a Gaussian process regression-based framework was proposed to effectively capture
the underlying mapping among future capacities and key influential factors during storage.
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Because the 20% capacity fade and/or 100% internal resistance increase are considered
to be the EOL criterion which are widely accepted, almost all of the tests performed in
the aforementioned literature are carried out within this battery life span. There are few
studies on aging behavior outside this range. Thus, this paper conducted an accelerated
calendar aging test on a commercial lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) battery over at
least 27 months. By considering the storage temperature and SOC level as the stress
factors, an aging test matrix was designed such that the tested batteries were subjected to
the aging test under five different conditions. Based on the aging results, the impact of
storage temperature and SOC level on the long-term performance degradation behavior of
fifteen LiFePO4 battery cells was analyzed. Next, a two-step nonlinear regression method
is proposed for the accurate modeling of the battery cells’ capacity fade and internal
resistance behavior. Subsequently, the established performance degradation models can
be generalized to predict the performance degradation of a battery subjected to different
storage conditions. Finally, the storage lifetime of the battery with respect to the different
stress factors is predicted.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: An overview of the experimental
setup is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the experimental results, including the long-
term degradation behavior of capacity fade and of internal resistance, are then presented,
followed by the respective aging model. Section 4 gives the conclusion of this work.
2. Experimental Setup
2.1. LiFePO4/C under Test
In this work, 15 high-power, cylindrical LiFePO4/C (with LiFePO4 and graphite as
positive and negative active materials, respectively) battery cells were used. The main
parameters of the cells are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Main electrical parameters of the tested LiFePO4/C battery cell.
Item Value
Type cylindrical
Dimensions Ø 26 × 65 mm
Weight 76 g
Nominal capacity 2.5 Ah
Nominal voltage 3.3 V
Maximum voltage 3.6 V
Minimum voltage 2.0 V
Maximum-continuous charge current 10 A (4C)
Maximum-continuous discharge current 50 A (20C)
Operating temperature −30 ◦C to 55 ◦C
Storage temperature −40 ◦C to 60 ◦C
2.2. Calendar Aging Test
The calendar degradation of Li-ion batteries is influenced by the storage time, SOC,
and temperature. Therefore, all these stress factors were considered when the calendar
aging tests were designed. Furthermore, as it is well known, the values of the stress
factors have a non-linear effect on the degradation of the performance parameters of Li-ion
batteries. Consequently, when designing a test matrix, at least three stress levels should be
considered for each stress factor. In this work, we considered three stress levels for both the
SOC (i.e., 10%, 50% and 90%) and temperature (i.e., 40 ◦C, 47.5 ◦C and 55 ◦C), as illustrated
in Figure 1. Because the expected lifetime of the tested LiFePO4/C battery cells is in the
range of years, elevated temperatures were considered in order to reduce the time in which
the degradation behavior was obtained. Finally, to obtain statistical relevance and reduce
the influence of possible outliers, three LiFePO4/C battery cells were tested at all five aging
conditions presented in Figure 1.
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The calendar aging tests were performed for a period of 43 months for Case 1, Case
2, and Case 3 and 27 months for Case 4 and Case 5. Thus, this long-term testing period
allowed us to also observe the degradation behavior of battery performance parameters
(i.e., capacity, internal resistance, self-discharge) after the battery cells have reached 20%
capacity fade, which is traditionally considered as the EOL criterion.
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2.3. Reference Measurements
In order to quantify the incremental degradation of the performance parameters of
the LiFePO4/C battery cells, the calendar aging tests were stopped after every 30 days and
reference measurements were performed at different conditions, as illustrated in Figure 2.
During the reference measurements, the capacity, internal resistance and the small-signal
AC impedance were measured at 25 ◦C. The capacity of the cells was measured at 2.5 A
(1C-rate) and 10 A (4C-rate) following a constant current procedure during charging and
constant current during discharging. The internal resistance of the battery was measured
using the current pulse train profile, presented in Figure 3, which was applied at 20%,
50%, and 80% SOC. Furthermore, during the last step of the reference measurements,
the cells were charged to the SOC levels mentioned in Figure 1, recording the number of
charged Ah. Then, after 30 days of calendar aging, during the first step of the reference
measurements, the cells were fully discharged, recording the number of discharged Ah.
Thus, the self-discharge of the battery cells at different calendar aging conditions was also
analyzed. An exemplification of the current and voltage profiles of the LiFePO4/C cells
during the reference measurements is presented in Figure 4.
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where Cfade represents the capacity fade of the battery cell and Cini and Cpresent represent the
capacity value at the beginning of life and after each reference measurement, respectively.
The capacity fade behavior of the LiFePO4 cells obtained for all the considered calendar
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aging conditions is presented in Figure 5a. As previously mentioned, three cells were
tested at each of the five idling conditions mentioned in Section 2.2. Thus, the results
presented in this section (see Figure 5a) were obtained by choosing the median value of
three batteries. The capacity fade standard deviation was used to measure the variability
across the capacity fade data between cells, and the standard deviation was expressed
using (2). It can be seen from Figure 5b that, for each case, as the aging process advanced,
σ tended to increase and eventually became constant. A similar trend was presented for
NMC-based Li-ion cells by Baumhöfer et al. in [25]. This behavior was attributed to the
inherent tolerances during the manufacturing process; nevertheless, in the case of the
tested LiFePO4 battery cells, a maximum standard deviation of 2% was observed, which
indicated a good consistency between cells.
σ =
√
∑ (X − µ)2
N
(2)
where σ is the capacity fade standard deviation, ∑ is the sum, X is the capacity fade value
of each battery cell, µ is the mean of all capacity fade values, N is the number of values in
the data set (i.e., N = 3).
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progress, a d knee points do not appear [24]. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the capacity
faded steadily during long-term calendar aging, even in t case of the cells aged under
ase 1 and Case 2 conditions, which reached 50% and 35% capacity fade, respectively.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the degradation of battery cells tended to slo down while
the aging process advanced. That is because calendar aging is mainly caused by the growth
of the SEI at the anode over the life of the battery [9]. With increasing thickness of the
lithium trapping layer and thus capacity loss, the growth decreases due to self-inhibited
slowdown of the reaction.
3.1.2. Modeling of the Capacity Fade
In order to analyze the capacity fade behavior of the tested LiFePO4/C battery cells, a
two-step nonlinear regression method was followed. In the first step, the dependence of
the capacity fade on the storage time for each considered test condition was modeled, while
in the second step, the dependence of the capacity fade on the storage temperature and
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SOC level was obtained. Figure 6 shows the structure of nonlinear regression for battery
capacity fade modeling. For a set of N battery capacity fade data pairs DN = {(ti, yi), i = 1,
2, . . . , N}, the vector ω of the parameter can be optimized by the nonlinear least squares
method such that the regression function f (t, w) best fits the given data. The goal is to





(yi − ŷi)2 (3)
where yi and ŷi are the real and the estimated capacity fade values, respectively. When
minimizing Equation (3), the weights are optimized by solving the following equations:
∂Ew
∂wj
= 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , d (4)
where wj is the estimated value of j-th weight. Then, the gradient descent method can be
used to update the parameters iteratively using the direction of the gradients seen in (4)
as follows:
wj = wj − α
∂Ew
∂wj
, j = 0, 1, . . . , d (5)
where wj is initialized randomly, and α is called the learning rate. Equation (5) is repeatedly
updated until Ew converges to the desired local minimum. Finally, the quality of the fitting
is evaluated using the coefficient of determination R2, which is calculated as given in (6),
and a R2 value closer to 1 indicates a better fit.
R2 = 1 − SSres
SStot
=
∑ni=1 (yi − ŷi)
2
∑ni=1 (yi − yi)
2 (6)
where SSres is the sum of squares of residuals that describes the deviation between the
measured points yi and fitted curve ŷi, SStot is the total sum of squares that describes the
deviation between the measured points yi and their average value yi.
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Figure 6. The illustration of linear regression. 
In the first step of battery degradation modeling, the relationship between the 
capacity fade and the storage time for each aging case was established. Different functions 
were compared and evaluated for selecting the best fitting results. The fitting results of 
Figure 6. he illustration of linear regression.
In the first ep of battery degradation m deling, the relationship between the capacity
fade and the storage time for each aging case was established. Different unctions were
compared and evaluated for selecting the best fitting results. The fitting results of four
types of functions are presented in Figure 7, and the corresponding accuracy values are
summarized in Table 2. It can be seen that the best fitting accuracies come from the power
function. By fixing the constant term c in the power function, the number of free parameters
was reduced while the accuracy decreased marginally from 0.9980 to 0.9974. Taking into
account the trade-off between the fitting accuracy and the model complexity, the power
function with a fixed constant term was selected, and it was expressed as (7). It should be
noted that when a constant term is added, an initial error (i.e., 0.7%) will be introduced into
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the model. However, the model (i.e., the read curve) converged to the real capacity fade
value in the first month. Because the initial error was small and the overall performance of
the model should be prioritized, the initial error could be ignored.
C f ade(t) = a × tb + 0.7 (7)
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Figure 7. Fitting results between the capacity fade and storage time using different target 
functions. (Illustrated by the calendar aging test of Case 1). 
Table 2. The curve fitting coefficients of the capacity fade model considering temperature variation (SOC level is fixed to 
50%). 
Fitting Function Type Number of Parameters R2 
Logarithmic function   ( ) ln( )fadeC t a b t  2 0.9748 
Polynomial function   ( )fadeC t a t b  2 0.9876 
Power function with a variable constant term   ( )
b
fade
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Power function with a fixed constant term   ( ) 0.7
b
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In the second step, the dependences of the capacity fade on the storage temperature 
and SOC level were considered separately. For the aging tests Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, 
the SOC level was fixed to 50%, and the storage temperature varied from 55 to 40 °C. Next, 
the influence of storage temperature and storage time on capacity fade could be 
determined, and the fitting function has the form of (8). 
  ( ) 0.7Tb
fade T
C t a t  (8) 
The measured and the fitted capacity fade characteristics for the LiFePO4/C battery 
cells from these three cases are shown in Figure 8. Table 3 lists the obtained coefficients 
for each case, and it can be seen that both parameters aT and bT change with temperature. 
During long-term calendar aging, higher storage temperature led to a higher rate of 
capacity fade. The coefficient bT less than 1 also accorded with the aging characteristics of 
the battery, i.e., the rate of capacity fade decreases with time. As mentioned in the 
Introduction, the degradation of the battery is attributed to LII and LAM [6,28]. The 
i r . itti r s lts t t c cit f st r ti si iffere t target functions.
(Illustrated by the calendar aging test of Case 1).
Table 2. The curve fitting coefficients of the capacity fade model considering temperature variation
(SOC level is fixed to 50%).
Fitting Function Type Number of Parameters R2
Logarithmic function C f ade(t) = a × ln(b × t) 2 0.9748
Polynomial function C f ade(t) = a × t + b 2 .
Power function with a
variable constant term C f ade(t) = a × t
b + c 3 0.9980
Power function with a
fixed constant term C f ade(t) = a × t
b + 0.7 2 .
In the second step, the dependences of the capacity fade on the storage temperature
and SOC level were considered separately. For the aging tests Case 1, Case 2 and Case
3, the SOC level was fixed to 50%, and the storage temperature varied from 55 to 40 ◦C.
Next, the influence of storage temperature and storage time on capacity fade could be
determined, and the fitting function has the form of (8).
C f ade(t) = aT × tbT + 0.7 (8)
The measured and the fitted capacity fade characteristics for the LiFePO4/C battery
cells from these three cases are shown in Figure 8. Table 3 lists the obtained coefficients
for each case, and it can be seen that both parameters aT and bT change with temperature.
During long-term calendar aging, higher storage temperature led to a higher rate of capacity
fade. The coefficient bT less than 1 also accorded with the aging characteristics of the
battery, i.e., the rate of capacity fade decreases with time. As mentioned in the Introduction,
the degradation of the battery is attributed to LII and LAM [6,28]. The formation and
continuous thickening of the SEI film on the surface of the graphite anode is one of the main
reasons for the LII. Furthermore, the LAM may be caused by electrolyte decomposition,
graphite exfoliation or metal dissolution, etc. The reason for the aforementioned aging trend
is that the growth of the SEI film is accelerated by increasing the temperature. However,
the thickening of the SEI film will, in turn, prevent side reactions inside the battery, thereby
leading to a lower aging rate of the battery.
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In order to determine the dependence of the obtained coefficients on the storage 
temperature, a second round of curve fitting was required. The exponential function and 
the power function given in (9) and (10), respectively, were selected to describe the 
relationship between the aforementioned coefficients and the considered storage 
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By combining the power function (8), which describes the dependence of the capacity 
fade on the storage time, with Equations (9) and (10), which describe the dependence of 
the capacity fade on the storage temperature, a general model that is able to predict the 
capacity fade during storage at SOC = 50% and different temperatures (mainly, higher 
than 25 °C) was obtained: 
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where t represents the storage time, expressed in months, and T represents the storage 
temperature, expressed in degrees Celsius. 
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Table 3. The curve fitting coefficients of the capacity fade model considering the temperature
variation (SOC level is fixed to 50%).
Test Condition Temperature (◦C) aT bT R2
ase 1 55 ◦C 2.428 0.812 0.9974
Case 2 47.5 ◦C 1.08 0.897 0.9943
Case 3 40 ◦C 0.452 0.932 0.9862
t et r i t f t t i c ffici t t e storage
rat re, a second round of curve fitt ng was required. The exponential function and the
power functio given in (9) and (10), respectively, were selected to des ribe he r lationship
b tween the aforem tioned c efficients and the considered storage temperature values.
The r sults of the second ound of curve fitting are sh wn in Figure 9.
aT = 0.005768 × e0.1099×T (9)
bT = −3.866 × 10−13 × T6.635 + 0.9485 (10)
By combining the power function (8), which describes the dependence of the capacity
fade on the storage time, with Equations (9) and (10), which describe the dependence of
the capacity fade on the storage temperature, a general model that is able to predict the
capacity fade during storage at SOC = 50% and different temperatures (mainly, higher than
25 ◦C) was obtained:
C f ade(t, T) = 0.005768 × e0.1099×T × t−3.866×10
−13×T6.635+0.9485 + 0.7 (11)
where t represents the storage time, expressed in months, and T represents the storage
temperature, expressed in degrees Celsius.
A similar procedure was applied to model the dependence of the capacity fade on the
SOC level at which the battery cells were stored. The first step in the two-step curve fitting
was to find the dependence of the capacity fade on the storage time. Using the capacity
fade data from Case 1, Case 4, and Case 5, the coefficients in the power function (12)
were determined.
C f ade(t, SOC) = aSOC × tbSOC + 0.7 (12)
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Figure 9. The relationship between the curve fitting coefficients and the corresponding storage 
temperature. (a) Exponential relationship between aT and T, (b) Power relationship between bT and 
T. 
A similar procedure was applied to model the dependence of the capacity fade on 
the SOC level at which the battery cells were stored. The first step in the two-step curve 
fitting was to find the dependence of the capacity fade on the storage time. Using the 
capacity fade data from Case 1, Case 4, and Case 5, the coefficients in the power function 
(12) were determined. 
  ，( ) 0.7SOCb
fade SOC
C t SOC a t  (12) 
The measured and the fitted capacity fade characteristics for the LiFePO4/C battery 
cells stored at 55 °C and three different SOC levels (i.e., 10%, 50% and 90%) are shown in 
Figure 10. Correspondingly, the coefficients for each case are listed in Table 4. It can be 
seen that the influence of the SOC level during storage was different at different time 
ranges. Before the battery cells reached the EOL (i.e., 20% capacity fade), higher SOC was 
also accompanied by a higher rate of capacity fade. The reason is similar to the effect of 
temperature. A higher SOC will accelerate the side reaction, causing the decomposition of 
the electrolyte and the increase of the SEI film. In addition, at higher SOC levels where the 
graphite anode is lithiated more than 50%, the low anode potential accelerates the loss of 
lithium ions [6,28]. On the contrary, from the perspective of very long-term aging (i.e., 
capacity fade higher than 20%), an SOC level in the mid-SOC range (i.e., around 50% SOC) 
will speed up the degradation rate of the battery. This may be because a SEI film with high 
stability is formed, which effectively prolongs the battery life stored at 90% SOC level [1]. 
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Figure 10. Effect of storage time and SOC level on decrease of capacity (at 55 °C). 
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The measured and the fitted capacity fade characteristics for the LiFePO4/C battery
cells stored at 55 ◦C and three different SOC levels (i.e., 10%, 50% and 90%) are shown
in Figure 10. Correspondingly, the coefficients for each case are listed in Table 4. It can
be seen that the influence of the SOC level during storage was different at different time
ranges. Before the battery cells reached the EOL (i.e., 20% capacity fade), higher SOC was
also accompanied by a higher rate of capacity fade. The reason is similar to the effect of
temperature. A higher SOC will accelerate the side reaction, causing the decomposition
of the electrolyte and the increase of the SEI film. In addition, at higher SOC levels where
the graphite anode is lithiated more than 50%, the low anode potential accelerates the loss
of lithium ions [6,28]. On the contrary, from the perspective of very long-term aging (i.e.,
capacity fade higher than 20%), an SOC level in the mid-SOC range (i.e., around 50% SOC)
will speed up the degradation rate of the battery. This may be because a SEI film with high
stability is formed, which effectively prolongs the battery life stored at 90% SOC level [1].





































































Figure 9. The relationship between the curve fitting coefficients and the corresponding storage 
temperature. (a) Exponential relationship between aT and T, (b) Power relationship between bT and 
T. 
A similar procedure was applied to model the dependence of the capacity fade on 
the SOC level at which the battery cells were stored. The first step in the two-step curve 
fitting was to find the dependence of the capacity fade on the storage time. Using the 
capacity fade data from Case 1, Case 4, and Case 5, the coefficients in the power function 
(12) were determined. 
  ，( ) 0.7SOCb
fade SOC
C t SOC a t  (12) 
The measured and the fitted capacity fade characteristic  for h  LiFePO4/C battery 
cells stored at 55 °C and three different SOC levels (i.e., 10%, 50% and 90%) are shown in 
Figure 10. Corr spondingly, the coefficients for each case are listed in Table 4. It can be 
s en that the influence of th  SOC level during storage was diff rent at different time 
ran es. Before the batter  cells r ached the EOL (i.e., 20% capacity fade), higher SOC was 
also accompanied by a higher rate of capacity fade. The reason is similar to the effect of 
temperature. A higher SOC will accelerate the side reaction, causing the decomposition of 
the electrolyte and the increase of the SEI film. In addition, at higher SOC levels where the 
graphite anode is lithiat d more than 50%, the low node potential accelerates the loss of 
lithium ions [6,28]. On the co trary, from the perspective of v ry lo g-term aging (i.e., 
capacity fad  higher than 20%), an SOC level in the mid-SOC range (i.e., around 50% SOC) 
will speed up the degradation rate of the battery. This may be because a SEI film with high 
tab lity is formed, which effectively prolongs the batt ry life stored at 90% SOC level [1]. 
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Figure 10. Effect of storage time and SOC level on decrease of capacity (at 55 ◦C).
Table 4. The curve fitting coefficients of the capacity fade model considering the SOC level variation
(temperature is fixed to 55 ◦C).
Test Condition SOC (%) aSOC bSOC R2
Case 4 10% 1.387 0.823 0.9973
Case 1 50% 2.428 0.812 0.9974
Case 5 90% 4.999 0.541 0.9990
Energies 2021, 14, 1732 11 of 21
According to the obtained results, the relationship between the coefficients and SOC
level was developed in the second round of curving fitting. As shown in Figure 11, the
coefficients aSOC and bSOC varied as an exponential function and a power function of the
SOC level, respectively.
aSOC = 1.087 × e0.0169×SOC (13)
bSOC = −4.853 × 10−12 × SOC5.508 + 0.823 (14)
By combining (12)–(14), a general model that was able to predict the capacity fade
during storage at 25 ◦C and different SOC levels was obtained:
C f ade(t, SOC) = 1.087·e0.0169·SOC·t−4.853·10
−12·SOC5.508+0.823 + 0.7 (15)
where t represents the storage time expressed in months, and SOC represents the storage
SOC level, expressed as a percentage.
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As described until this point, the dependences of the capacity fade on the storage 
temperature and on the storage SOC level were fitted separately. In order to obtain a 
function which connected both contributions into a single figure of merit, a scaling of the 
two functions was used. Because possible interactions between the two stress factors were 
neglected, the scaling process was considered accurate enough. Consequently, the 
developed model, which is able to predict the calendar lifetime in terms of capacity fade, 
is given as 
             
13 6.635 12 5.5080.1099 0.0169 ( 3.866 10 4.853 10 0.9595)( , , ) 0.0025 0.7T SOC T SOC
fade
C t T SOC e e t  (16) 
As shown in Figure 12, the SOC levels at both ends (smaller than 20% SOC or larger 
than 80% SOC) and cooler temperatures preserved the Li-ion battery when not in use. The 
tested battery cells would be able to withstand approximately 45.1 years if stored at 10% 
SOC and 25 °C until they reached the EOL criterion. However, the lifetime will decrease 
dramatically to 23.8 years if the cells are stored at 50% SOC and 25 °C or to 8.7 years if the 
storage temperature is 40 °C. 






































































Figure 11. The relationship between the curve fitting coefficients and the corres i st ra e SOC
level. (a) Exponential relationship between aSOC and SOC, (b) Power relationship between bSOC
and SOC.
As described until this point, the dependences of the capacity fade on the storage
temperature and on the storage SOC level were fitted separately. In order to obtain a
function which connected both contributio s into a single figure of merit, a scaling of
the two functions was used. Becau e possible interactions between the two stress factors
were neglected, the scaling proces was consi ered accurate enough. Consequently, the
developed model, which is able to predict the cale r li cit fade, is
given as
C f ade(t, T, SOC) = 0.0025 × e0.1099×T × e0.0169×SOC × t(−3.866×10
−13×T6.635−4.853×10−12×SOC5.508+0.9595) + 0.7 (16)
As shown in Figure 12, the SOC levels at both ends (smaller than 20% SOC or larger
than 80% SOC) and cooler temperatures preserved the Li-ion battery when not in use. The
tested battery cells would be able to withstand approximately 45.1 years if stored at 10%
SOC and 25 ◦C until they reached the EOL criterion. However, the lifetime will decrease
dramatically to 23.8 years if the cells are stored at 50% SOC and 25 ◦C or to 8.7 years if the
storage temperature is 40 ◦C.
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Figure 12. Lifetime prediction results using the established capacity fade model (when 20% capacity
f de EOL criterion has been reached).
3.2. The Increasing Behavior of the Internal Resistance
3.2.1. The Internal Resistance Ri Increase
As illustrated in Section 2.3, a set of 18 s current pulses at three SOC levels (i.e., 20%
SOC, 50% SOC and 80% SOC) were applied to the battery. Based on the analysis in [27],
a more effective state of the health indicator will be obtained when the SOC enters into
the polarization zone (SOC larger than 0.8 or smaller than 20%). Hence, in this work, a
discharge pulse at 80% SOC with an amplitude of 10 A (i.e., 4C-rate) was considered for
calculating the internal resistance Ri. The effect of calendar aging on the voltage drop of the
LiFePO4/C battery cells during the i e s re e ts at different moments is presented in
Figure 13. On the basis f voltage and current profiles, the Ri of the LiFePO4/C
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Figure 13. The pulse voltage responses applied to measure the internal resistance of the LiFePO4/C 
battery cell. 
The presented procedure was used to determine the discharging Ri and its aging 
behavior under the considered accelerated aging conditions, which are summarized in 
Figure 1. The discharge Ri values during the consecutive reference measurements 
throughout the accelerated calendar aging test are presented in Figure 14, and the median 
values are further used to analyze the aging behavior of Ri. As seen in Figure 14a, for Case 
4 and Case 5, the consistency between the tested three battery cells was good. However, for 
the other three cases, the resistance increase between cells showed an obvious inconsistency 
at some points. In order to reduce the effect of inconsistency between cells on model 
accuracy, the median value of Ri was obtained for each calendar test condition.  
As can be seen from Figures 5 and 14, the internal resistances of the LiFePO4/C battery 
cells increased slowly relative to the rate of the capacity fade. Taking Case 4 (i.e., T = 55 
°C, SOC = 50%) as an example, the LiFePO4/C battery cells reached 20% capacity fade after 
27 months of aging. At that time, the battery cells were considered to reach their EOL 
criterion. However, it should be stressed that for the same aging condition, there was only 
a 40% Ri increase. Moreover, the Ri increase characteristics were similar to the capacity 
fade. On one hand, the Ri increased steadily during the lifetime of LiFePO4/C cells, and on 
the other hand, the rate of the increase tended to slow down as the aging time increased.  
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Figure 13. The pulse voltage responses applied to measure the internal resistance of the LiFePO4/C
battery cell.
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The presented procedure was used to determine the discharging Ri and its aging
behavior under the considered accelerated aging conditions, which are summarized in Fig-
ure 1. The discharge Ri values during the consecutive reference measurements throughout
the accelerated calendar aging test are presented in Figure 14, and the median values are
further used to analyze the aging behavior of Ri. As seen in Figure 14a, for Case 4 and Case
5, the consistency between the tested three battery cells was good. However, for the other
three cases, the resistance increase between cells showed an obvious inconsistency at some
points. In order to reduce the effect of inconsistency between cells on model accuracy, the
median value of Ri was obtained for each calendar test condition.
As can be seen from Figures 5 and 14, the internal resistances of the LiFePO4/C battery
cells increased slowly relative to the rate of the capacity fade. Taking Case 4 (i.e., T = 55 ◦C,
SOC = 50%) as an example, the LiFePO4/C battery cells reached 20% capacity fade after
27 months of aging. At that time, the battery cells were considered to reach their EOL
criterion. However, it should be stressed that for the same aging condition, there was only
a 40% Ri increase. Moreover, the Ri increase characteristics were similar to the capacity
fade. On one hand, the Ri increased steadily during the lifetime of LiFePO4/C cells, and on
the other hand, the rate of the increase tended to slow down as the aging time increased.
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Figure 13. The pulse voltage responses applied to measure the internal resistance of the LiFePO4/C 
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Figure 14. Resistance increase curves of calendar-aged cells (Ri was calculated from 4C-rate discharging pulse at 80% SOC).
(a) Boxplot of the resistance increase, (b) Standard deviation of the resistance increase.
3.2.2. Modeling of Ri Increase
In this subsection, the dependence of the discharge Ri increase on the storage time,
temperature and SOC level was analyzed for the values measured during the reference
measurement at 80% SOC with a 4C-rate discharge pulse. The two-step fitting procedure
was used as well for analyzing the aging behaviors of the LiFePO4/C cells in terms of the
Ri increase. Thus, the dependence of the Ri increase on the storage time for each considered
test condition was studied in the first step, while in the second step, the dependence on the
storage temperature and SOC level was investigated. The power function, defined in (19),
was used to fit with high accuracy the measured increase of Ri over the storage time.
Ri(t, T) = p × tq (19)
where p and q represent the coefficients of the power function, and t is the storage time,
expressed in months.
The effects of the two stress factors on the Ri increase were considered separately in
the second step. The influence of the storage temperature could be determined based on
the aging tests of Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3. For these cases, the storage temperature
varied from 55 ◦C to 40 ◦C, and the SOC level was fixed to 50%. Then, the fitting function
has the form of
Ri(t, T) = pT × tqT (20)
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Since the difference between the coefficients qT obtained by fitting was very small,
in order to reduce the complexity of the model, the same qT value of 0.75 was selected
at different temperatures. Figure 15 presents the measured and the fitted Ri increase
characteristics for the LiFePO4/C battery cells that were aged at 50% SOC and three
different temperatures (i.e., 55 ◦C, 47.5 ◦C, and 40 ◦C). The obtained coefficients for each
case are listed in Table 5. As can be seen from the results, the lower the storage temperature,
the lower the rate of Ri increase during the long-term calendar aging. This was due to the
relatively lower rate of SEI formation and continued thickening at low SOC levels [6].
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Table 5. The curve fitting coefficients of the resistance increase model considering temperature
variation (SOC level is fixed to 50%).
Test C dition Temperature (◦C) pT qT R2
Case 1 55 ◦C 4.63 0.75 0.999
Case 2 47.5 ◦C 3.575 0.75 0.998
Case 3 40 ◦C 2.859 0.75 0.908
The second round of nonlinear regression was conducted to determine the dependence
of pT on the storage temperature. The exponential function given in (18) was found to be
accurately correlated (R2 = 0.9999) to the pT obtained during the first-round fitting and the
storage temperature, and the second-round curve fitting result is shown in Figure 16.
pT = 0.1913 × e0.05168×T + 1.347 (21)
By combining (20) and (21), a model which is able to predict the Ri increase during
storage at SOC = 50% and various temperatures (mainly, higher than 25 ◦C) was obtained:
Ri_increase(t, T) = pT × t0.75= (0.1913 × e0.05168×T + 1.347
)
× t0.75 (22)
where t represents the storage time, expressed in months, and T represents the storage
temperature, expressed in degrees Celsius.
Similarly, the dependence of the Ri increase on the SOC level at which the battery cells
were stored could be modeled based on a two-step nonlinear regression procedure. First,
Case 1, Case 4, and Case 5 were considered, and the objective function had the form of (23).
Ri(t, SOC) = pSOC × tqSOC (23)
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storage SOC level made Ri increase faster. Moreover, in the second stage (i.e., the Ri 
increased by more than 30%), Ri increased more when the battery was stored in the mid-
SOC level (i.e., around 50% SOC). As discussed in Section 3.1.2, during the first time range, 
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Figure 16. The exponential relationship between the curve fitting coefficients pT and the correspond-
ing storage temperature T.
Next, the coefficients could be det rmined, which are shown in Table 6. The measured
and the fitted Ri i crease characteristics for the LiFePO4/C battery cells stored at 55 ◦C
and thre different SOC levels (i.e., 20%, 50% and 90%) ar shown in Figure 17. The effect
of the storage SOC level on the Ri increase showed a staging behavior before Ri of the
LiFePO4/C cells reached a 100% increase, and the doubled Ri was usually seen as another
EOL criterion. In the first stage, when the increase of Ri is less than 30%, a higher storage
SOC level made Ri increase faster. Moreover, in the second stage (i.e., the Ri increased by
more than 30%), Ri increased more when the battery was stored in the mid-SOC level (i.e.,
around 50% SOC). As discussed in Section 3.1.2, during the first time range, the increase of
the SEI film and the low anode potential will accelerate the loss of lithium ions, thereby
increasing the internal resistance. After Ri increases by more than 30%, a stable SEI film is
probably formed inside the battery stored at a 90% SOC level. In this case, Ri increased
more and more slowly [29].
Table 6. The curve fitting coefficients of the resistance increase model considering SOC level variation
(temperature is fixed to 55 ◦C).
Test Condition SOC (%) pSOC qSOC R2
Case 4 10% 2.518 0.845 0.975
Case 1 50% 4.630 0.750 0.999
Case 5 90% 7.213 0.583 0.985
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According to he results obtained in the second roun of fitting, the relationship
between the coefficients and SO level was developed. As shown in Figure 18, the
coefficients pSOC and qSOC varied as the exponential functions. It can be seen that the
SOC level influenced in a bit different manner the calendar degradation of the internal
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resistance (both pSOC and qSOC showed an exponential dependence) than the capacity (aSOC
showed an exponential dependence and bSOC showed a polynomial dependence).
pSOC = 9.006 × e0.005033×SOC − 6.95 (24)
qSOC = −0.1104 × e0.01399×SOC + 0.9721 (25)
By combining (23)–(25), a general model that was able to predict the Ri increases
during storage at 25 ◦C and different SOC levels was obtained:
Ri_increase(t, SOC) = (9.006 × e0.005033×SOC − 6.95)× t(−0.1104×e
0.01399×SOC+0.9721) (26)
where t represents the storage time, expressed in months, and SOC represents the storage
SOC level, expressed as a percentage.
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Similarly to the capacity fade, the dependences of Ri increases to the storage tempera-
ture and to the storage SOC level were fitted separately. By combining all the considered
stress factors and taking into account the interactions between them, the model that is able
to predict the calendar lifetime in terms of Ri increases is given as
Ri_increase(t, T, SOC) = (0.3719 × e0.05168×T × e0.005033×SOC − 0.287 × e0.05168×T + 2.618 × e0.005033×SOC − 2.021)× t(−0.1104×e
0.01399×SOC+0.9721) (27)
Based on the developed lifetime model (27), the Ri increase of the LiFePO4/C battery
cells can be extrapolated to storage temperatures close to ones encountered during normal
operation. The predicted lifetime based on Ri increase model is shown in Figure 18.
It can be seen that the SOC levels at both ends (smaller than 20% SOC or larger than
80% SOC) and cooler temperatures preserved the Li-ion battery when not in use, which
followed the analysis results based on the capacity fade model. Compared with the lifetime
prediction results shown in Figures 12 and 19, it can be seen that the predicted lifetime
based on the Ri increase model was longer than that based on the capacity fade model at a
higher temperature (higher than 40 ◦C). For example, the tested battery cell can withstand
approximately 5.0 years in terms of capacity if stored at 50% SOC and 55 ◦C. However, in
terms of resistance, the batteries’ lifetimes only last for 1.1 years if they are stored under the
same conditions. On the contrary, the Ri increase model gives a shorter lifetime when the
temperature decreases to 25 ◦C as compared with the capacity fade model. For example,
the tested battery cell can withstand approximately 14.9 years in terms of capacity if stored
at 50% SOC and 25 ◦C. However, in terms of resistance, the batteries will have 23.8 years if
they are stored under the same conditions. This is because when investigating the influence
of the storage temperature, the coefficient qT in the Ri increase model is a constant 0.75 while
Energies 2021, 14, 1732 17 of 21
the coefficient bT in the capacity fade model is an amount that varies with temperature. As
the temperature decreases, the rate of capacity fate decreases exponentially, resulting in a
longer predicted lifetime of the capacity-based model
In addition, by comparing the structure of models developed for predicting the calen-
dar lifetime of the LiFePO4/C battery cells in terms of capacity (see (16)) and resistance (see
(27)), it might be concluded that the degradation during storage of these two performance
parameters is not caused by the same aging mechanisms. Moreover, it has to be stressed
that the use of the aforementioned lifetime models for determining the aging behavior
at temperatures below 25 ◦C might return erroneous results; this is because lifetime tests
performed at lower temperatures (e.g., 15 ◦C, 10 ◦C or lower temperatures, etc.) were not
considered when developing the test matrices, being outside of the scope of this paper.
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Figure 19. Lifetime prediction results using the established resistance increase model (when 100%
resistance increase E L criterion has been reached).
3.3. Comparison with the Semi-Empirical Model
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed two-step nonlinear regression
modeling method, a semi-empirical aging model was established for comparison. Because
calendar aging was mainly attributed to the growth of the SEI at the anode of the battery,
the decrease in capacity or the increase of the resistance over time could be described by
the root dependence on time t, as given in (28).
C f ade_semi(t) = k × tB (28)
Usually, B is set to 0.5~1 in existing models. In this paper, B was set to 0.75 to better fit
the experimental data. k is a coefficient that describes the temperature dependence of the
calendar aging. As used by other researchers [11,28], the calendar aging could be modeled
through the Arrhenius equation, expressed as










where Ea is the activation energy of a reaction happening at a temperature T, T is the abso-
lute temperature in Kelvin, kref is the obtained coefficient corresponding to the temperature
Tref and Rg is the gas constant. It should be noted that during long-term calendar aging,
the influence of the SOC level was different during different time ranges. The model estab-
lished in this paper could describe this behavior well by introducing the variable exponent,
as shown in (15) and (26). However, the Arrhenius equation describes the monotonic trend
of the coefficient changing with the stress factor (i.e., the temperature). In the case of very
long-term aging, the traditional semi-empirical model with the Arrhenius equation is not
applicable to analyze the effect of SOC on battery degradation. Therefore, in this section,
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the proposed model and the traditional semi-empirical model are compared only in terms
of temperature dependence.
Figure 20 shows the Arrhenius coefficients in the natural logarithm form at different
temperatures. As described in Section 3.1.1, when only the stress factor of temperature is
considered, the obtained model is given in (11). The comparison results of capacity fade
modeling are shown in Figure 21, and the lifetime prediction results are listed in Table 7. It
can be seen from Table 7 that the proposed model showed a higher prediction accuracy.
In addition, the storage lifetime was overpredicted by the semi-empirical model, which
was not good for predictive maintenance. Because only the batteries stored at 47.5 ◦C and
55 ◦C reached their EOL (i.e., 20% capacity fade) during the calendar aging, the measured
lifetimes at lower temperatures were not available.
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Figure 20. Arrhenius equation for determining the temperature dependence of capacity fade (at 
50% SOC level). 
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Table 7. Comparison of the lifeti e prediction results between the proposed capacity fade model and the semi-empirical
model (Only the effects of storage time and temperature are considered; when 20% capacity fade EOL criterion has been
reached, SOC level is fixed to 50%).
Temperature (◦C) Predicted Lifetime Using theProposed Model (Month)
Predicted Lifetime Using
Semi-Empirical Model (Month) Measured Lifetime (Month)
55 ◦C 12.5 12 13
47.5 ◦C 25 27.5 26
40 ◦C 53.5 64.5 / 1
25 ◦C 285.5 400.5 /
1 The value is not available because the test did not reach the EOL.
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Similarly, the Arrhenius equation was applied to model the resistance-increasing
behaviors under various temperature conditions. Figures 22 and 23 show the obtained
Arrhenius coefficients and the comparison results between two resistance models, respec-
tively. As can be seen from Figure 23, the fitting results of the two methods (i.e., the
proposed two-step regression method and the traditional semi-empirical method) on the
data were almost the same because the target model obtained by both methods was ex-
pressed as Ri(t, T) = pT × t0.75. As shown in Table 8, the compared two models provided
the same results under the tested three temperatures. However, when the batteries were
stored at lower temperatures such as 25 ◦C, the proposed model gave a much shorter
predicted lifetime. Considering the risk of unexpected shutdowns in real applications, the
underpredicted results indicate greater reliability of the proposed model.
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reached, SOC level is fixed to 50%). 
Temperature (°C) 
Predicted Lifetime Using the Proposed 
Model (Month) 




55 °C 12.5 12 13 
47.5 °C 25 27.5 26 
40 °C 53.5 64.5 / 1 
25 °C 285.5 400.5 / 
1 The value is not available because the test did not reach the EOL. 
Similarly, the Arrhenius equation was applied to model the resistance-increasing 
behaviors under various temperature conditions. Figures 22 and 23 show the obtained 
Arrhenius coefficients and the comparison results between two resistance models, 
respectively. As can be seen from Figure 23, the fitting results of the two methods (i.e., the 
proposed two-step regression method and the traditional semi-e pirical method) on the 
data were almost th  ame because the arget model obtained by b th methods was 
expressed as  ， 0.75( )
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R t T p t . As shown in Table 8, the compared two models provided 
the same results under the tested three temperatures. However, when the batteries were 
st red at lower temperatures such as 25 °C, the proposed model gave a much shorter 
redicted lifetime. Considering the risk of unexpected shutdowns in real applications, the 
derpredicted results indicat  greater reliability of the prop sed model. 
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Figure 22. Arrhenius equation for determining the temperature dependence of resistance increase 
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Figure 23. Comparison of modeling results for temperature dependence of resistance increase (at 
50% SOC level). 
Table 8. Comparison of the lifetime prediction results between the proposed resistance increase model and the semi-
empirical model (Only the effect of storage time and temperature is considered; when 20% capacity fade EOL criterion 
has been reached, SOC level is fixed to 50%). 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Predicted Lifetime Using the Proposed 
Model (Month) 




55 °C 60 60 / 1 
47.5 °C 82 84 / 
40 °C 114 114 / 
25 °C 232 179 / 
1 The value is not available because the test did not reach the EOL. 
4. Conclusions 
This paper investigated the degradation behavior of fifteen LiFePO4/C batteries in 
terms of capacity fade and internal resistance increase during long-term calendar aging. 
Considering the storage temperature and SOC level as stress factors that characterized the 
storage condition, their effect on the rate of calendar degradations was also studied.  
A simple and accurate two-step nonlinear regression method was proposed to 
establish the aging model that could capture the relationships between the degradation of 
the battery performance parameters (i.e., capacity and internal resistance) and the 
considered stress factors. During the long-term calendar aging, the battery degradation 
showed a very steady trend, and the rate of the capacity fade and internal resistance 
increase decreased as the aging advanced. The storage conditions, including aging time 
and stress factors, had a similar influence on capacity fade and internal resistance increase. 
On one hand, the low storage temperatures helped reduce the change rate of capacity and 
resistance, and the change rate increased exponentially as temperature increased from 25 
°C to 55 °C. On the other hand, the SOC level had a piecewise effect on the rate of both 
capacity fade and resistance increase. Before the capacity fade reached 20%, which could 
be taken as the cutoff-point, higher SOC was accompanied by a higher rate of capacity 
fade. After the cutoff-point, the influence of mid-SOC increased, which led to the rapid 
loss of capacity. Meanwhile, the effect of SOC on the internal resistance was similar, except 
that the cutoff point turned out to be a 30% increase in resistance. 
Based on the established capacity fade model and internal resistance increase model, 
calendar lifetime can be extrapolated under different storage conditions. However, a 
longer high-temperature and a longer low-temperature storage lifetime will be obtained 
based on the capacity fade model and the resistance model, respectively. That is because 
at higher temperatures (above 30 °C), the resistance increases slowly with time compared 
with the fast fade of capacity. On the contrary, lower temperatures (25 °C to 30 °C) can 
significantly reduce the rate of capacity loss, but it is not obvious for suppressing the 
resistance increase. Consequently, the capacity and internal resistance need to be 
considered comprehensively when optimizing storage conditions to prolong the lifetimes 
of batteries. Finally, by comparing the established model with the traditional semi-
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Table 8. Comparison of the lifetime prediction results between the proposed resistance increase model and the semi-
empirical model (Only the effect of storage time and temperature is considered; when 20% capacity fade EOL criterion has
been reached, SOC level is fixed to 50%).
Temperature (◦C) Predicted Lifetime Using theProposed Model (Month)
Predicted Lifetime Using
Semi-Empirical Model (Month) Measured Lifetime (Month)
55 ◦C 60 60 / 1
47.5 ◦C 82 84 /
40 ◦C 114 114 /
25 ◦C 232 179 /
1 The value is not available because the test did not reach the EOL.
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4. Conclusions
This paper investigated the degradation behavior of fifteen LiFePO4/C batteries in
terms of capacity fade and internal resistance increase during long-term calendar aging.
Considering the storage temperature and SOC level as stress factors that characterized the
storage condition, their effect on the rate of calendar degradations was also studied.
A simple and accurate two-step nonlinear regression method was proposed to estab-
lish the aging model that could capture the relationships between the degradation of the
battery performance parameters (i.e., capacity and internal resistance) and the considered
stress factors. During the long-term calendar aging, the battery degradation showed a very
steady trend, and the rate of the capacity fade and internal resistance increase decreased
as the aging advanced. The storage conditions, including aging time and stress factors,
had a similar influence on capacity fade and internal resistance increase. On one hand,
the low storage temperatures helped reduce the change rate of capacity and resistance,
and the change rate increased exponentially as temperature increased from 25 ◦C to 55 ◦C.
On the other hand, the SOC level had a piecewise effect on the rate of both capacity fade
and resistance increase. Before the capacity fade reached 20%, which could be taken as
the cutoff-point, higher SOC was accompanied by a higher rate of capacity fade. After the
cutoff-point, the influence of mid-SOC increased, which led to the rapid loss of capacity.
Meanwhile, the effect of SOC on the internal resistance was similar, except that the cutoff
point turned out to be a 30% increase in resistance.
Based on the established capacity fade model and internal resistance increase model,
calendar lifetime can be extrapolated under different storage conditions. However, a longer
high-temperature and a longer low-temperature storage lifetime will be obtained based on
the capacity fade model and the resistance model, respectively. That is because at higher
temperatures (above 30 ◦C), the resistance increases slowly with time compared with the
fast fade of capacity. On the contrary, lower temperatures (25 ◦C to 30 ◦C) can significantly
reduce the rate of capacity loss, but it is not obvious for suppressing the resistance increase.
Consequently, the capacity and internal resistance need to be considered comprehensively
when optimizing storage conditions to prolong the lifetimes of batteries. Finally, by
comparing the established model with the traditional semi-empirical model, it can be
seen that the proposed method predicts the battery lifetime more reliably. Moreover, the
established model can reflect the piecewise change of capacity fade and resistance increase
in very long-term calendar aging.
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